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Table B.1. Data Manipulation and Description

Command Function Page

* comment Any command that starts with an asterisk is

ignored.

10

browse View data in memory. 11

by varlist: egen newvar =

function(expression)

Define newvar to equal some function of

expression within groups defined by varlist.

Acceptable functions include count, mean,

sd, and sum.

282

codebook varlist Describe variables in memory. 35

collapse (count) newvar =

varname, by(varlist)

Make dataset with one record for each distinct

combination of values in varlist; newvar

equals the count of all non-missing values of

varname in records with identical values of

the variables in varlist.

395, 401

collapse (mean) newvar =

varname, by(varlist)

Make dataset with one record for each distinct

combination of values in varlist; newvar

equals the mean of all values of varname in

records with identical values of the variables

in varlist.

467

collapse (sd) newvar =

varname, by(varlist)

This command is similar to the preceding one

except that now newvar equals the standard

deviation of varname in records with

identical values of the variables in varlist.

467

collapse (sum) newvar =

varname, by(varlist)

This command is similar to the preceding one

except that now newvar equals the sum of

values of varname.

395, 401

db commandname Display the dialogue box for the

commandname command.

21

describe varlist Describe variables in memory (see also

codebook).

11

drop if expression Drop observations from memory where

expression is true.

125

drop varlist Drop variables in varlist from memory. 137

edit Modify or add data in memory. 122

egen newvar =

mean(expression)

Define newvar to equal the mean value of

expression.

282

findit keywords Search Internet for Stata programs related to

keywords.

450

generate newvar = expression Define a new variable equal to expression. 40

help commandname Search for help on commandname. 14

keep if expression Keep only observations where expression is

true.

35

keep varlist Keep varlist variables in memory. Drop all

others.

35

label define lblname # “label ”

# “label ” . . .# “label ”

Define the value label lblname. 200
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Data Manipulation and Description (cont.)

Command Function Page

label values varname lblname Assign a value label lblname to a variable

varname.

200

label variable varname “label” Assign a label to the variable varname. 110

log close Close log file. 24

log using \ foldername\ filename Open a log file called filename in the

foldername folder (MS-Windows computers).

23

mkspline stubname = var, cubic

displayknots

Generate cubic spline covariates for var to be

used in a 5 knot RCS model with default

knot locations. Print the knot values

154

mkspline stubname = var, cubic

nknots(#)

Generate spline covariates for var to be used

in a RCS model with # knots at their

default locations.

155

mkspline stubname = var, cubic

knots(#1 #2 ... #k)

Generate spline covariates for var to be used

in a RCS model with #k knots located at

#1, #2, ... , #k.

158

recode varname 1 3 = 10 5/7 =

11 * = 12

Recode varname values 1 and 3 as 10, 5

through 7 as 11 and all other values as 12.

236

rename oldvar newvar Change the name of the variable oldvar to

newvar.

200

replace oldvar = expression1 if

expression2

Redefine values of oldvar if expression2 is true. 123

reshape long stubname, i(idvar)

j(subvar)

Convert data from wide to long

data-structure; idvar identifies observations

on the same patient; subvar identifies

specific values on each patient.

467

save “filename”, replace Store memory data set in a file called filename.

Overwrite any existing file with the same

name.

201

scalar name = expression Define name to be a scalar that equals

expression

91

search keywords Search for help on keywords in the Stata

database (see also findit).

15

set memory # Set memory size to # kilobytes. 352

set memory #m Set memory size to # megabytes. 352

sort varlist Sort data records in ascending order by values

in varlist.

82

stset exittime, enter(time

entrytime) failure(failvar)

Declare entrytime, exittime and failvar to be

the entry time, exit time, and failure

variables, respectively.

363

stset exittime, id(idvar)

enter(time entrytime)

failure(failvar)

Declare entrytime, exittime and failvar to be

the entry time, exit time and failure

variables, respectively; id(idvar) is a patient

identification variable needed for

time-dependent hazard regression analysis.

376
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Data Manipulation and Description (cont.)

Command Function Page

stset timevar, failure(failvar) Declare timevar and failvar to be time and

failure variables, respectively; failvar �= 0

denotes failure.

311

stsplit varname, at(#1 #2 ...

#k)

Create multiple records for time-dependent

hazard regression or Poisson regression

analyses; at defines the time epochs. A

record is created for each epoch spanned by

the patient’s follow-up.

377, 395

use “stata data file”, clear Load new data file, purge old data from

memory.

11

Table B.2. Analysis Commands

Command Function Page

cc var case var control, woolf Calculate odds-ratio for case-control study using

Woolf’s method to derive a confidence interval.

202

cc var case var control, by(varcon) Calculate Mantel–Haenszel odds-ratio adjusted for

varcon.

215

centile varlist, centile(numlist) Produce a table of percentiles specified by numlist

for the variables in varlist.

399

ci varlist Calculate standard errors and confidence intervals

for variables in varlist.

454

clogit depvar varlist,

group(groupvar)

Conditional logistic regression: regress depvar

against varlist with matching variable groupvar.

264

display expression Calculate expression and show result. 74

display “text-1” expression-1

. . . “text-n” expression-n

Display multiple expressions interspersed with

text.

91

forvalues index = #1/#2 {
Commands referring to ‘index’

}

Loop through commands with index varying from

#1 to #2

244

glm depvar varlist,

family(binomial) link(logit)

Logistic regression: Bernoulli dependent variable. 177

glm depvar varlist,

family(poisson) link(log)

lnoffset(ptyears)

Poisson regression with depvar events in ptyears

patient-years of observation.

390

glm nvar varlist, family(binomial

dvar) link(logit)

Logistic regression with nvar events in dvar trials. 190
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Analysis Commands ( cont.)

Command Function Page

iri #a #b #Na #Nb Calculate relative risk from incidence data; #a

and #b are the number of exposed and

unexposed cases observed during #Na and

#Nb person-years of follow-up.

385

kwallis var, by(groupvar) Perform a Kruskal–Wallis test of var by

groupvar.

456

list varlist List values of variables in varlist. 11

logistic depvar varlist Logistic regression: regress depvar against

variables in varlist.

181, 222

oneway depvar factorvar One-way analysis of variance of depvar in

groups defined by factorvar.

455

poisson depvar varlist,

exposure(ptyears) irr

Poisson regression with depvar events in

ptyears patient-years of observation. Display

the incidence rate ratios.

405.

ranksum var, by(groupvar) Perform a Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney rank sum

test of var by groupvar.

456

regress depvar xvar Simple linear regression: regress depvar against

xvar.

63

regress depvar varlist Multiple linear regression: regress depvar

against variables in varlist.

121

robvar varname, by(groupvar) Test equality of standard deviations of

varname in groups of patients defined by

groupvar.

455

statsby svar = b[xvar],

by(varlist) clear: regress

depvar xvar

For each combination of values of varlist,

regress depvar against xvar and store the

slope coefficient as svar. Delete all variables

except svar and the variables in varlist.

455

stcox varlist Proportional hazard regression analysis with

independent variables given by varlist. A

stset statement defines failure. Exponen-

tiated model coefficients are displayed.

320

stcox varlist, nohr Proportional hazard regression analysis with

independent variables given by varlist. The

model coefficients are displayed.

354

stcox varlist1, strata(varlist2) Stratified proportional hazard regression

analysis with strata defined by the values of

variables in varlist2.

358

sts list, at(# . . . #) List estimated survival function at specific

times specified by #, . . . , #

312

sts list, by(varlist) List estimated survival function by patient

groups defined by unique combinations of

values of varlist.

312

sts test varlist Perform log-rank test on groups defined by the

values of varlist.

314, 363
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Analysis Commands (cont.)

Command Function Page

summarize varlist, detail Summarize variables in varlist. 23

table rowvar colvar,

contents(sum varname)

Create a table of sums of varname

cross-tabulated by rowvar and colvar.

400

table rowvar colvar, row col Two-way frequency tables with row and

column totals.

237

table rowvar colvar Two-way frequency tables of values of rowvar

by colvar.

214

table rowvar colvar, by(varlist) Two-way frequency tables of values of rowvar

by colvar for each unique combination of

values of varlist.

215

tabulate varname1 varname2,

column row

Two-way frequency tables with row and

column percentages.

227

tabulate varname Frequency table of varname with percentages

and cumulative percentages.

137

tabulate varname, missing Frequency table of varname treating missing

values like other values.

378

ttest var1 = var2 Paired t-test of var1 vs. var2. 36

ttest var, by(groupvar) Independent t-test of var in groups defined by

groupvar.

40

ttest var, by(groupvar) unequal Independent t-test of var in groups defined by

groupvar. Variances assumed unequal.

40

xi: glm depvar i.var1*i.var2,

family(poisson) link(log)

lnoffset(ptyears)

Poisson regression using glm command with

dichotomous indicator variables replacing

categorical variables var1, var2. All two-way

interaction terms are also generated.

435

xi: logistic depvar varlist

i.var1*i.var2

Logistic regression with dichotomous indicator

variables replacing categorical variables var1

and var2. All two-way interaction terms are

also generated.

243

xi: logistic depvar varlist

i.catvar

Logistic regression with dichotomous indicator

variables replacing a categorical variable

catvar.

223

xi: poisson depvar varlist

i.catvar, exposure(ptyears)

Poisson regression with dichotomous indicator

variables replacing a categorical variable

catvar.

429

xi: poisson depvar varlist

i.var1*i.var2,

exposure(ptyears)

Poisson regression with dichotomous indicator

variables replacing categorical variables

var1, var2. All two-way interaction terms

are also generated.

430

xi: regress depvar i.catvar Linear regression with dichotomous indicator

variables replacing a categorical variable

catvar. See also oneway

455
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Analysis Commands (cont.)

Command Function Page

xi: stcox varlist i.var1*i.var2 Proportional hazards regression with

dichotomous indicator variables replacing

categorical variables var1 and var2. All

two-way interaction terms are also

generated.

356

xi: stcox varlist i.varname Proportional hazards regression with

dichotomous indicator variables replacing

categorical variable varname.

354

xi: xtgee depvar i.var1*i.var2,

family(family) link(link)

corr(correlation) i(idname)

robust

Perform a generalized estimating equation

analysis regressing depvar against

categorical variables var1 and var2 with

interaction terms.

490

xtgee depvar varlist,

family(family) link(link)

corr(correlation) i(idname)

robust

Perform a generalized estimating equation

analysis regressing depvar against the

variables in varlist.

490
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Table B.3. Graph Commands

Command Function Page

dotplot varname, over(groupvar)

center

Draw centered dotplots of varname by groupvar. 24

graph hbox varname,

over(groupvar)

Draw horizontal box plots of var for each distinct

value of groupvar.

23

graph bar var1 var2,

over(varstrat)

Grouped bar graph of mean values of var1 and

var2 stratified by varstrat.

429

graph bar varname ,

over(varstrat) bar(1,

color(black))

Bar graph of mean values of varname stratified by

varstrat. Color bars for varname black.

430

graph matrix varlist Plot matrix scatter plot of variables in varlist. 110

histogram See also twoway histogram

histogram varname, bin(#) Draw histogram of var with # bars on each

histogram.

11

histogram varname, by(groupvar)) Draw histograms of var by groupvar. 11

histogram varname, discrete Draw histogram of varname. Show a separate bar

for each discrete value of varname.

193

histogram varname, frequency Draw histogram of varname. Show number of

observations on the y-axis.

193

histogram varname, percent Draw histogram of var; y-axis is percent of

subjects.

11

histogram varname, width(#1)

start(#2)

Draw histogram of varname. Group data in bins of

width #1 starting at #2.

352

lfitci See twoway lfitci.

lfit See twoway lfit.

line yvar xvar Draw line plot of yvar against xvar. 64

line yvar xvar, sort Draw line plot of yvar against xvar. Sort data by

xvar prior to drawing the graph.

84

line yvarlist xvar Draw line plots of the variables in yvarlist against

xvar.

158

lowess yvar xvar, bwidth(#) Draw a scatter plot of yvar vs. xvar. Overlay the

lowess regression line of yvar vs. xvar using a

bandwidth of #.

137
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Graph Commands (cont.)

Command Function Page

lowess See also twoway lowess.

rarea See twoway rarea.

rcap See twoway rcap.

scatter yvar xvar Scatter plot of yvar vs. xvar 62

scatter yvar1 xvar || line yvar2

xvar

Line plot of yvar2 vs. xvar overlayed on a

scatter plot of yvar1 vs. xvar

64

scatter yvar xvar, connect(L) Connect observations in scatter plot as long as

consecutive values of xvar increase.

469

stcoxkm, by(varname) Plot Kaplan-Meier survival curves together

with best fitting survival curves under the

proportional hazards model. Draw separate

curves for each distinct value of varname.

367

stcoxkm, by(varname)

obs#opts(symbol(none))

Plot unrestricted and restricted survival

curves. Do not use a plot symbol on the #th

unrestricted curve.

367

stcoxkm, by(varname)

pred#opts(color(gray)

lpattern(dash))

Plot unrestricted and restricted survival

curves. Use a dashed gray line for the #th

restricted curve.

367

stphplot, by(varname) Plot log-log plots of the Kaplan-Meier survival

curves against log analysis time. Draw

separate curves for each distinct value of

varname.

368

stphplot, by(varname) nolntime Plot log-log plots of the Kaplan-Meier survival

curves against analysis time.

368

stphplot, by(varname)

adjust(varlist)

Plot log-log plots of the Kaplan-Meier survival

curves against log analysis time. Adjust

curves for the average value of the variables

in varlist

368

stripplot varname,

over(groupvar) boffset(-0.2)

stack box(barwidth(0.2))

Plot separate dot and box plots of varname for

each value of groupvar. Stack observations

with identical values.

454

sts graph Graph a Kaplan–Meier survival plot. Must be

preceded by a stset statement.

311

sts graph, by(varlist) Kaplan–Meier survival plots. Plot a separate

curve for each combination of distinct values

of the variables in varlist.

311
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Graph Commands (cont.)

Command Function Page

sts graph, by(varlist)

byopts(title(“ ”, size(0))

Kaplan–Meier survival plots with by option

suppressing the graph title.

313

sts graph, by(varlist)

byopts(legend(off))

Kaplan–Meier survival plots with by option

suppressing the figure legend.

313

sts graph, by(varlist)

plot#opts(lpattern(dash))

Kaplan–Meier survival plots. Use a dashed

pattern for the #th line

353

sts graph, by(varlist)

plot#opts(lpattern(longdash))

Kaplan–Meier survival plots. Use a pattern for

the #th line with long dashes.

311

sts graph, by(varlist)

plot#opts(lpattern(“ -”))

Kaplan–Meier survival plots. Use a pattern for

the #th line with alternating long and short

dashes

353

sts graph, by(varlist)

plot#opts(color(gray))

Kaplan–Meier survival plots. Color the #th

line gray.

352

sts graph, by(varlist) separate Kaplan–Meier survival plots. Plot a separate

survival graph for each combination of

distinct values of the variables in varlist.

313

sts graph, failure Kaplan–Meier cumulative mortality plot. 313

sts graph, by(varlist) risktable Kaplan–Meier survival plots with risk table. 313

sts graph, by(varlist)

risktable(,order(#1 “string1”

. . . #n “string#n”))

Kaplan–Meier survival plots with risk table

specifying order and labels of the table rows.

313

sts graph, censored(single) Kaplan–Meier survival plot showing hatch

marks at each censoring time.

313

sts graph, ci Kaplan–Meier survival plot with shaded 95%

confidence interval.

313

sts graph, ci

ciopts(lcolor(none))

Kaplan–Meier survival plot with 95%

confidence interval. The outline of this

interval is suppressed.

313

sts graph, lost Kaplan–Meier survival plot showing number of

patients censored between consecutive death

days.

313

sts graph, noorigin Kaplan–Meier survival plot with x-axis

starting at first exit time.

363

sts graph, title(“ ”, height(0)) Kaplan–Meier survival plot. Suppress the

default graph title.

312

sunflower yvar xvar,

binwidth(#)

Draw a density-distribution sunflower plot of

yvar vs. xvar using a bin width of #

94

sunflower yvar xvar, light(#1)

dark(#2)

Draw a density-distribution sunflower plot of

yvar vs. xvar. Set minimum number of

observations in a light and dark sunflower to

be #1 and #2, respectively.

96
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Graph Commands (cont.)

Command Function Page

sunflower yvar xvar,

petalweight(#)

Draw a density-distribution sunflower plot of

yvar vs. xvar. Set the number of observations

represented by a dark petal to be #.

96

twoway connected yvar xvar Overlay a scatter plot with a line plot of yvar

vs. xvar.

468

twoway histogram var, discrete Plot histogram of var. Draw a separate bar for

each distinct value of var.

282

twoway histogram var,

frequency

Plot histogram of var. Let the y-axis denote

number of observations.

282

twoway histogram var,

color(gray)

Plot histogram of var. Color the bars gray. 282

twoway histogram var, gap(#) Plot histogram of var. Create a gap between

the bars by reducing their width by #%.

282

twoway histogram var Plot histogram of var. 282

twoway lfit yvar xvar Plot the linear regression line of yvar vs. xvar. 66

twoway lfitci yvar xvar Plot the linear regression line of yvar vs. xvar

overlayed on a 95% confidence interval band

for this line.

66

twoway lfitci yvar xvar,

ciplot(rline)

Plot linear regression line and 95% confidence

interval for yvar vs. xvar. Denote the

confidence interval with lines instead of a

shaded region.

66

twoway lfitci yvar xvar, stdf Plot the linear regression line of yvar vs. xvar

overlayed on a 95% prediction interval for a

new patient.

66

twoway lowess yvar xvar,

bwidth(#)

Plot the lowess regression line of yvar vs. xvar

using a band width of #. The default

bandwidth is 0.8.

69

twoway rarea yvar1 yvar2 xvar Shade the region between the curves yvar1 vs.

xvar and yvar2 vs. xvar.

83

twoway rcap y1 y2 x Draw error bars connecting y1 to y2 as a

function of x.

191
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Table B.4. Common Options for Graph Commands (insert after comma)

Command Function Page

by(varlist) Make separate graphs for each distinct

combination of values of varlist.

90

by(varlist, cols(1)) Make separate graphs by varlist arranged

vertically in one column.

469

by(varlist, legend(off)) Make separate graphs for each distinct

combination of values of varlist. Suppress

graph legend.

90

color(gray) Color plotted line, symbol, or shaded region

gray.

66

color(gs#) Color plotted line, symbol, or shaded region

gray scale value #.

83

legend(off) Suppress legend. 65

legend(ring(0) position(#)) Insert legend within the x- and y-axes at clock

position #.

95

legend(ring(1) position(#)) Insert legend just outside of the x- and y-axes

at clock position #.

156

legend(subtitle(text)) Use text as the legend subtitle. 157

legend(cols(1)) Insert legend keys in a single column. 95

legend(rows(1)) Insert legend keys in a single row. 159

legend(order(#1 . . .#n)) Insert indicated legend keys in the specified

order.

95

legend(order(#1 “string1”

. . .#n “string#n”))

Insert indicated legend keys in the specified

order with the specified labels.

157

lpattern(dash) Draw the line(s) specified by the graph

command with dashes.

90

lpattern(longdash) Draw the line(s) specified by the graph

command with long dashes.

156

lpattern(shortdash) Draw the line(s) specified by the graph

command with shot dashes.

156

lpattern(solid) Draw the line(s) specified by the graph

command with a continuous line.

67

lpattern( -) Make the line(s) specified by the graph

command with alternating long and medium

dashes

353

lwidth(medthick) Make the line(s) specified by the graph

command of medium thickness.

66

lwidth(vvthin) Make the line(s) specified by the graph

command very thin.

158

mlwidth(thick) Use a thick line for the outline of the plot

symbol.

262

scale(#) Magnify markers, labels and line-widths by

100 × (# − 1)%.

81
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Common Options for Graph Commands (cont.)

Command Function Page

subtitle(text) Add a subtitle to a graph. The position of this

subtitle is specified in the same way as for

the legend.

158

symbol(circle) Use a solid circle as the plot symbol. 191

symbol(Oh) Use a large open circle as the plot symbol. 62

symbol(oh) Use a small open circle as the plot symbol. 65

title(text) Add a title to a graph. See subtitle.

xlabel( #1 (#2) #3) Label x-axis from #1 to #3 in units of #2. 62

xlabel( #1 “L1” #2 “L2”

. . .#n “Ln”)

Label x-axis at the values #1, #2, . . . , #n

with the labels “L1”, “L2”, . . . , “Ln”.

83

xlabel(# . . . #) Add specific numeric labels #, . . . ,# to the

x-axis.

83

xlabel(# . . . #, angle(45)) Write labels at a 45 degree angle to the x-axis. 468

xline(# . . . #) Add vertical grid lines at values #, . . . , #. 62

xmtick( #1 (#2) #3) Add minor tick marks to the y-axis from #1

to #3 in units of #2.

82

xmtick(# . . . #) Add minor tick marks to the x-axis at #, . . . ,

#.

83

xscale(log) Plot the x-axis on a logarithmic scale. 82

xsize(#) Make graph # inches wide. 81

xtick(#1 (#2) #3) Add tick marks to the x-axis from #1 to #3 in

units of #2.

81

xtick(# . . . #) Add tick marks to the x-axis at #, . . . , #. 83

xtitle(text-string) Give the x-axis the title text-string. 83

yaxis(2) Define a second y-axis on the right of the

graph

179

ylabel(#1 (#2) #3) Label y-axis from #1 to #3 in units of #2. 62

ylabel(#1 (#2) #3, angle(0)) Label y-axis from #1 to #3 in units of #2.

Orient labels parallel to the x-axis.

62

ylabel(#1 “L1” #2 “L2” . . .#n

“Ln”)

Label y-axis at the values #1, #2, . . . , #n

with the labels “L1”, “L2”, . . . , “Ln”.

83

ylabel(# . . . #) Add specific numeric labels #, . . . ,# to the

y-axis.

83

ylabel(# . . . #, valuelabel) Add specific labels at #, . . . ,# to the y-axis.

Use the value labels for the y-variable

instead of the numeric values.

179

yline(# . . . #) Add horizontal grid lines at values #, . . . , #. 62

yline(# . . . #, lcolor(gray)) Add horizontal grid lines at values #, . . . , #.

Color these lines gray.

74
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Common Options for Graph Commands (cont.)

Command Function Page

yline(# . . . #, lpattern(dash)) Add horizontal dashed grid lines at values #,

. . . , #.

74

ymtick(#1 (#2) #3) Add minor tick marks to the y-axis from #1

to #3 in units of #2.

81

ymtick(# . . . #) Add minor tick marks to the y-axis at #, . . . ,

#.

83

yscale(range(#1 #2)) Extend the range of the y-axis from #1 to #2. 74

yscale(log) Plot y-axis on a logarithmic scale. 154

yscale(titlegap(#)) Move the title of the y-axis to the left or right

from its default location.

179

ysize(#) Make graph # inches tall. 81

ytick(#1 (#2) #3) Add tick marks to the x-axis from #1 to #3 in

units of #2.

82

ytick(# . . . #) Add tick marks to the y-axis at #, . . . , #. 83

ytitle(text-string) Give the y-axis the title text-string. 65

ytitle(, axis(2) color(gray)) Color the default y-axis title gray. 192

Table B.5. Post-Estimation Commands (affected by preceding regression-type command)

Command Function Page

estat vce Display variance–covariance matrix of last

model.

190

estat gof Calculate the Pearson chi-squared

goodness-of-fit test after logistic regression.

260

estat gof, group(#) table Calculate Hosmer–Lemeshow goodness-of-fit

test with # groups. Display goodness-of-fit

table.

261

estimates store ename Store parameter estimates using the name

ename

283

lincom expression Calculate expression and a 95% CI associated

with expression.

237, 456

lincom expression, or Calculate exp[expression] with associated 95%

CI. Label the second column “Odds Ratio”.

237
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Post-Estimation Commands (cont.)

Command Function Page

lincom expression, hr Calculate exp[expression] with associated 95%

CI. Label the second column “Haz. Ratio”.

356

lincom expression, irr Calculate exp[expression] with associated 95%

CI. Label the second column “IRR”.

391

lrtest ename . Perform a likelihood ratio test of model ename

compared with the most recent model.

283

predict newvar, cooksd Set newvar = Cook’s D. 138

predict newvar, dbeta Set newvar = delta beta influence statistic. 262

predict newvar,

dfbeta(varname)

Set newvar = delta beta statistic for the

varname covariate in the linear regression

model.

137

predict newvar, dx2 Set newvar = the square of the standardized

Pearson-residual.

261

predict newvar, hr Set newvar = relative risk of event after

hazard regression.

353

predict newvar, mu Set newvar = expected value of the random

component after a glm command. Set newvar

= number of events after Poisson regression.

178, 436

predict newvar, p Set newvar = probability of event after logistic

regression.

261

predict newvar, rstandard Set newvar = standardized-residual, or

standardized-Pearson-residual after linear or

logistic regression, respectively.

137, 261

predict newvar, rstudent Set newvar = studentized residual. 74, 137

predict newvar, standardized

deviance

Set newvar = standardized deviance residual

after glm command.

436

predict newvar, stdp Set newvar = standard error of the linear

predictor.

82, 123,

158, 191,

353

predict newvar, stdf Set newvar = standard error of a forecasted

value.

123

predict newvar, xb Set newvar = linear predictor. 64, 123,

155, 178,

353
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Post-Estimation Commands (cont.)

Command Function Page

predictnl newvar =

var1 ∗ est1 + var2 ∗ est2 +

· · · + var k ∗ est k, se(se var)

Define newvar to be a weighted sum of

parameter estimates. Define se var to be the

standard error of newvar.

284

test varlist Test the null hypothesis that the parameters

associated with the variables in varlist are

all simultaneously zero.

159

test var1 = var2 = · · · = var k Test the null hypothesis that the parameters

associated with var1 through var k are all

equal.

379

Table B.6. Command Prefixes

Command Function Page

by varlist: Repeat following command for each distinct

value of varlist. The data must be sorted

by varlist.

23

by varlist, sort: Repeat following command for each distinct

value of varlist.

23

quietly Suppress output from the following command. 431

stepwise, pe(#): Fit a model using the forward selection

algorithm; pe(#) sets the entry threshold.

125

stepwise, pe(#) pr(#): Fit a model using the backward stepwise

selection algorithm; pe(#) and pr(#) set

the entry and removal thresholds,

respectively.

128

stepwise, pe(#) pr(#) forward: Fit a model using the forward stepwise

selection algorithm; pe(#) and pr(#) set

the entry and removal thresholds,

respectively.

128

stepwise, pr(#): Fit a model using the backward selection

algorithm; pr(#) sets the removal

threshold.

125

xi: Execute the following estimation command

with categorical variables like i.catvar and

i.catvar1* i.catvar2.

223,

243
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Table B.7. Command Qualifiers (insert before comma)

Qualifier Function Page

if expression Apply command to observations where

expression is true.

35

in range Apply command to observations in range. 11

in 5/25 Apply command to observations 5 through 25. 11

in −5/− 1 Apply command to 5th from last through last

observation.

138

[freq = varname] Weight each observation by the value of

varname by replacing each record with

varname identical records and doing an

unweighted analysis.

193, 202

[weight =varname] When used in a scatter plot, this qualifier

makes the size of the plot symbol

proportional to varname.

262
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Table B.8. Logical and Relational Operators and System Variables (See Stata User’s Guide)

Operator or Variable Meaning Page

1 true 355

0 false 355

> greater than 35

< less than 35

>= greater than or equal to 35

<= less than or equal to 35

== equal to 35

!= not equal to 35

& and 35

| or 35

! not 35

n Record number of current observation. When used

with the by id: prefix, n is reset to 1 whenever

the value of id changes and equals k at the kth

record with the same value of id.

377

N Total number of observations in the data set. When

used with the by id: prefix, N is the number of

records with the current value of id.

74

varname[expression] The value of variable varname in observation

expression.

377

var* This is a terse way of referring to all variables in

memory that start with the letters var.

155

var? This is a terse way of referring to all variables in

memory consisting of the letters var followed by

exactly one other character.

378
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Table B.9. Functions (See Stata Data Management Manual)

Function Meaning Page

abs(x) absolute value of x 137

exp(x) e raised to the power x, where e is the base of

the natural logarithm.

83

int(var) Truncate var to an integer. 400

invbinomial(m, d,

gamma)

Calculates p such that the probability of ≤ d

deaths in m patients at mortal risk p equals

gamma.

189

invlogit(x) inverse logit of x = ex/(1 + ex) 191

invttail(df, α) Critical value of size α for a t distribution with

df degrees of freedom.

74

log(x) Natural logarithm of x. 1

missing(expression) True (i.e. 1) if expression evaluates to missing,

false (i.e. 0) otherwise.

271

recode(var,

x1, x2, . . . , xn)

Missing if var is missing; x1 if var ≤ x1; xi if

xi−1 < var ≤ xi for 2 ≤ i < n; xn otherwise.

352

round(x, #) Round x to nearest multiple of #. 282

sqrt(x) Square root of x. 91

ttail(df, #) Probability that a t statistic with df degrees of

freedom exceeds #.

91
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